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QUALITY services that help our customers succeed
Since the 1970’s, Heerema has provided heavy lift and

and ultra-deep waters, decommissioning and offshore

pipelay services that have reshaped the offshore Oil &

wind projects, and more. We are always ready to

Gas industry. Our expertise includes the transportation,

perform these services on a full EPIC* or EPRD* basis

installation and removal of fixed and floating structures,

if desired.

as well as subsea pipelines and infrastructure in deep
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COMMITMENT to our customers
At Heerema, we believe that success is driven by commitment. Commitment to fulfilling
our customers’ needs in an efficient, cost-effective way. Commitment to sound business
principles that foster a drive for innovation and keep us pushing boundaries.
And commitment to always delivering high quality, safe and sustainable services as we
manage the entire supply chain of offshore construction – from design to completion.

*EPIC: Engineering Procurement, Installation and Construction
*EPRD: Engineering, Platform Preparation, Removal and Disposal
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FINANCIAL stability for project continuity
We are privately owned and operated, working
independently as we invest in assets and equipment
based on responsible financial management and a
long term vision. The result? Stability and strength
that provide customers with the knowledge that their
projects will proceed with guaranteed continuity.

50 Years of dedication: we are around for the long term

UNIQUE assets with unmatched strength and versatility
Heerema owns and operates a unique fleet that includes

Thialf, Hermod and Balder. In 2019, we will introduce

heavy-lift and deep-water construction vessels as well

our next-generation, sustainably-oriented Sleipnir – a

as a support fleet of tugs and barges. These vessels

semi-submersible crane vessel. The Sleipnir is propelled

include the versatile monohull Aegir, as well as three of

by LNG and provides unmatched capacity and versatility

the world’s four largest semi-submersible crane vessels:

with its two cranes of 10,000 mT capacity each.
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A company TRUSTED in long-term relationships
At Heerema, we believe that true value comes from
long-term relationships based on trust. But trust has
to be earned. That is why we operate according to
the highest ethical standards, from the preliminary
negotiation stage all the way through to project
completion. We’ll deliver services based on your specific
requirements. We’ll meet with you as early as you like
to help determine what your project needs (and just as
importantly, what it doesn’t need). Careful attention to
detail at the beginning. Transparent, tailored solutions
that meet your needs, and no surprises along the way.

INNOVATION for pioneering performance
Our customers benefit from six decades of pioneering

innovation approach also addresses sustainability, as

and industry firsts. Heerema holds a number of world

we develop techniques to reduce underwater noise

records – including the deepest driven pile, the deepest

in our offshore operations and lower offshore CO2

installed pipeline, deepest mooring piles and the

emissions. And our new Simulation Center can run

heaviest topside lift. Our current innovations include

through projects before they start for safe and efficient

augmented reality for topsides lifting, 3D printed collar

execution that eliminates trouble spots before they

rings in pipelay, and new methods and techniques to

occur.

safeguard the removal of platforms. Of course, our

The HMC Simulation Center

Read more about our Simulation Center
in our Simulation Center brochure
http://heere.ma/HMC-Brochure-SimulationCenter

Expert, dedicated PEOPLE to get the job done
Working effectively in tough marine environments

expertise needed to plan, execute and finish projects

demands more than simply knowing what to do. It

on time and in budget. They have the proactive ability

requires experience, dedication – and above all, people

to mitigate unforeseen issues before they become

– to get things done.

a problem. And they have the project management

Yes, we are an asset-based company, but our dedicated

experience to run smooth, stable operations in the

teams are the ones who really make the difference and

heaviest or deepest of marine environments across the

make our company shine. They have the passion and

globe.

Aegir crew

A SUSTAINABLE approach to all of our projects
Our commitment to health, safety and the environment

We set annual targets for the continuous improvement

aims to prevent harm to people and the environment

of our environmental and social performance on and

they work in. It is an integral part of everything we do.

offshore. Our most notable innovation is the dual

We adhere to ISO certification and legal standards

fuel system for Sleipnir, which means that the vessel

across the globe. We are committed to maintaining and

can run on liquefied natural gas (LNG). Also, the new

Incident and Injury-free® (IIF) workplace.

office building of the Heerema Marine Contractors
headquarters is equipped with a thermal energy storage

By taking the lead towards a more sustainable offshore

system and has received a BREEAM Excellent certificate

industry and stimulating internal awareness, we make

for its sustainability features.

sustainability an integral part of how we do business,
benefitting the company, our clients, and society.

On every project, and in everything we do, we perform
with fairness, integrity and respect, making sustainable
contributions to local communities and the economies
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Read more about sustainability
in our 2015 Sustainability Report
http://heere.ma/HMC-Brochure-SustainabilityReport

Our Services:
Would you like to discover more about our services?
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